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Fundamentals	of	Good	Meditation
Orlando,	Florida	—	November	25,	2012

https://youtu.be/GZMKpOITp3U 

Friends, I am very happy to be here in the Sunshine State. I just heard in Kaunas, 
Lithuania, it's already snowing. Five centimeters of snow is on the ground. In Chicago 
yesterday, it was 22 degrees Fahrenheit. It's nice to be in this nice warm weather 
here. 

I have come here to meet you friends, and to share with you some of the teachings 
that I learned from the Great Master Hazur Maharaj Baba Sawan Singh, whose 
picture you see here. The teachings are very simple. 

Today, I was asked to speak on the fundamentals of good meditation. If I have to 
speak on that subject, my speech will take no more than five seconds. All I have to 
say is, good meditation requires that before you meditate you place yourself at the 
third eye center behind the eyes, and the second part is you must meditate with love 
and devotion. My talk is over. [laughter] That’s all that’s needed. 

If we can understand this simple principle that we are looking for ourselves in 
meditation—we’re trying to discover who we are, our real self, not the body, not 
even the inner body, not even the inmost body which we call the mind. These three 
bodies are covers upon our selves. They are not our self. Our self is an immortal unit 
of consciousness called the soul that is not born, does not die, is immortal. And all 
the stories about our true nature are about the soul which is hiding inside these 
three bodies. 

The outermost body, the physical body, is the one that creates a physical experience 
for us and gives us an idea of a material physical world around. And that is why, 
while we are in this physical body, our only reality is a material, physical reality 
outside of us. 

Inside this body is the astral body. We call it astral body. It might be more 
appropriate to call it the body with sensory/sense perceptions, which works for 
sensory perceptions. That means the power to perceive through senses which we 
are ascribing to the organs of this body actually belongs to the inner body. If the 
inner body does not function, this body cannot have any sensory perception. 

We think we see with these eyes in the physical body. But when we are sleeping, 
even if the eyes are open, we don’t see. Obviously, seeing is something different 
from seeing with these eyes. On the other hand, we can see things in imagination. 
Those pictures we see in imagination—things we can remember in memory and 
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even by closing our eyes we can see them—obviously the physical eyes have nothing 
to do with it. So those perceptions that can be created by inner eyes, inner ears, 
inner hands, inner sense of smell, all those are inside, and those constitute the astral 
body. It’s just a body. It’s a function. It performs its function and continues to 
perform this function even when we are imbedded in the physical body. But we 
begin to believe that the physical organs are the ones responsible for the sensory 
perceptions, because we do not have any experience of the inner body separating 
from this physical body. They overlay each other. Therefore, we don’t see any 
difference. 

But if we could separate it, if we could separate our astral body, the sensory body, 
from this and just separate and put it aside—what is called an out-of-body 
experience—we could look at this body like just a piece of flesh. It's just a structure, 
external structure. It's like a costume we are wearing. One little experience of 
getting out of this body and looking back upon this body changes our entire 
perspective on what this body can do or what it cannot do. 

Therefore, our belief that the physical body is our own reality, our self, is a mistaken 
one. Because inside this, the sensory body operates to create all our perceptions, 
even those we are seeing with our physical eyes and physical sense perceptions. 

Later today, I’ll try to have a very short experiment with you to see if the sense 
perceptions belong to an inner body or they belong to the physical body. If you are 
ready, any of you are ready, will do some little experiential thing so that it doesn't 
remain merely talk. 

Inside the sensory body lies another body. We call it the casual body. The reason 
why it’s called the causal body is because all events that have ever happened or will 
happen are being caused by that body. The other name given for that body is the 
mind. The thinking mind is not really our self. It’s also a body. The mind itself is a 
body. We wear the mind just like we wear the physical body. We wear a mind and 
on top of it we wear the sensory perceptions. On top of it we wear this physical 
body. These are three costumes we are wearing, one upon the other. 

Why are we wearing these costumes? Why don't we go about in our true spirit, in 
the structure of our soul? The reason is each one of these covers gives us a different 
experience, and we like to have a variety of experiences. Why do we want 
experiences? Because we are conscious beings. You cannot be conscious unless you 
have something to be conscious of. Consciousness survives on something there to be 
conscious of, otherwise consciousness has no meaning. When we say, he’s 
conscious, conscious of what? If you are conscious of nothing, then consciousness 
ceases to exist. 
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Therefore, we wear these bodies to generate a variety of experiences. And they are 
so different from each other and in such great variety, that if you personally 
experiment through meditation, you can experience all these different experiences 
of each one of these costumes, one by one. It’s not necessary to just speculate on 
what is there. Meditation, good effective meditation, helps us to go personally 
within ourselves and expose the other bodies—inside bodies—and not have the 
awareness of the body outside. 

How do we lose the awareness of the outer cover? It is very simple. When we die, 
we leave the cover here anyway. Death takes away this cover and the physical body 
dies. We move around in the astral body anyway. We look at our dead body. And 
those who have had near-death experiences, they tell us they could see their body 
even before they fully died. And they already pulled out enough to be able to see—
lying on a surgical table with the surgeon around or sitting somewhere else—and 
they are watching from outside. 

But to die in order to find out that you have an inner body is not a very good 
experiment. [laughter] I mean it’s something that happened to all of us. How can we 
know it while we are alive in this body? To know that we have an inner body that will 
survive after death and has a much longer life than this body... It was born much 
earlier than this body, will die much later than this body, it has its own life span. To 
discover this while we are in this body, we have to do something different than 
physical death. We have to die while living. 

Therefore, true meditation has been called the process of dying while living. That 
means you can pull the attention away from this body and have the same experience 
you will have when physical death takes place, but while you’re still alive, which is a 
very great experience for many reasons. One is you discover that you are not this 
body, that you are there earlier than this body. You will be there after you die. You 
don't depend on books for that. You depend on your own experience for that. And 
secondly, you will never be afraid of death after that, because you know where you 
go when you die in this body. It’s a very big achievement not to be afraid of death. 
You’ll also find out that when you lose the fear of death, you lose all fear. Because 
most of our fears are fears of the unknown. We don't know what’ll happen, and 
that's why we are afraid. 

There are only two things that create fear: one, the unknown; second, doubt. If 
you’re doubtful about something, you are afraid. Now doubt and fear are being 
created automatically in us through the third body, which is called the mind. The 
mind has a thinking process, and by thinking it creates doubts. We think it resolves 
doubts. On the other hand, it creates doubts. I have seen people who say we are 
very certain of something. I said: “Think more about it.” And after some time, they 
say: “We are not so sure.”
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The thinking mind can create a doubt almost on anything. Why is it possible for the 
t to all knowledge. Imind to create doubts? Because the mind does not have access 

limited knowledge it  a withIt only operates  front of it.in what is  ononly operates 
doesn’t know  certainly—ause it doesn’t know everythingnd bec. Aof ithas in front 

t is always in a state of lack of i—now what is around the cornerkthe future, doesn’t 
up and creates doubt and fear.  the unknown comes ,nd therefore, aknowledge 

So the mind is actually the creator of doubt and fear. If we can see how the mind 
r body, hich means if we can really die in the innew, which is just a body—functions

we can —the physical and sensory body while we are alive in die in our sensory body
an accessory  mind is, how it operates. It’s just a machine. It’s see exactly what the

selves.  attached to us. It is not our 

our mind think. We never  e makeW .” We never thinkI think.“: We mistakenly say
whenever we  The truth is the true statement! ’sThat” like this. sy mind think“M :say

 is which ,like machine inside us, in our head-a computer ingwe are employ ,think
creates thoughts. machine works, like -hat computernd t. Acalled the mind

to think of something and e tell it W .directcreates thoughts that we  itometimes S
because it did not  ,its ownthinking on  sstart it sinking like that. Sometimestart th

 the is thatown,  its ing onthink from us. When it starts instructions adequatereceive 
When  it starts guiding us what to do. ecause thens part of the mind, boumost danger

guiding us, we are in a terrible shape.  sthe mind start 

the mind to guide us what to affected today because we allow  lives areMost of our 
ind was given to us to The me mind what duty to perform. telling thour  instead of do

the duty of the mind? The duty of the mind was to  wasperform a duty. What 
create with  at different levels that we occurill interpret sense perceptions that w

and make some  and then to reassemble those sense perceptions ,different bodies
in any  or ,either in words, images ,nd then use a thinking processsense out of it. A

, eahay, ys—make sense of things ther andut the images toge, pother logistic manner
that’s performing very well and  ,of the mind sThe only function that makes sense.

 ,instruct the mind to perform these functions don’tIf we  to do it. when we instruct it
creating fear telling things and  ,n a bizarre wayi ,then the mind will go on randomly

 and guiding us in the wrong direction. in us, 

which , the consciousness ,we the powerful one, ,that we ,matter subtleIt is such a 
the sensory  that makee, w—mind diesthe  ,t uswithou—the mind alive makes

senses will die.  ,Without our soul, without our consciousness ..alive. ssystem
is  ,the soul, the consciousness ,the body dies. We ,Without our consciousness

responsible for the life of the mind, for the life of the sense perceptions, for the life 
guided  being, and we are theseWe are the prime trigger for all  of this physical body.

 n that.be more tragic tha could. Nothing by these costumes 
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These are very great  supposed to be in control of things are gifted to us.We were 
physical body, the sensory perceptions and the mind are  The I must tell you. ,gifts

nstead of and God has given us these gifts. It gifts anybody could give us, greatesthe 
 into beingare being duped we  ,to be used they’re intendede gifts the way using thes

that we lost touch with our  come ? Howhappenthis does How  .of these gifts sslave
in starting to  ause we made a very big blunderown power? We lost touch bec

We began to believe this body is myself. We  identify ourselves with these costumes.
which I am  with s are my sense perceptionssensory system sebegan to believe the

and decide what I want  self. I think This mind is my e.seeing the world existing outsid
s in my mind to live. employ logic. I employ these different techniqueto do. I  

ts to identify ourselves with gif ,This is exactly the biggest blunder we could make
as we  as best ,our body as best duse have We should that were given to us to use.

while we have it. We don't have it for very long. The  care of itgood ake tcould, 
n rs. People are dying earlier thanot even a hundred yea—average life of a body

lives  nobody—dred twenty, hundred thirtyhun overhundred years. If some live 
k of billions of when we tal of cosmic time ssuch a short period in termmore. It’s 

what is os around us. In that, ons of light years to see the cosmand billi years
e are W …o'clock ed at 12and the world start ,If there was a clock hundred years?

pm our life is  nd at 5:30. Athe scientists g topm accordin pm or 5:25 5:30-:00about 5
s like a bubble that comes up ’? Itou imagineCan yjust no more than a few seconds. 

, suddenly goes away. as colorsh ,in the light glowsand  

and yet we are putting so much on this body and thinking this is Our life is like that, 
of food, junk  y one to take care of, and we don’t take care of it. What kindthe onl

 of life f junk thoughts we dump into it. What kindWhat kind o we dump into it. ,food
d on and have an experience of ? A temporary thing given to us to holleadingare we 

good re not making world, how are we using it? We’ical matter and material phys the
that is us.  we thinkThe mistake is  t.use of i 

one thousand to dy has a life of about What about the inner body? The sensory bo
g and have had we have been that lon physical years. That means three thousand

e nd what arld, amaterial wor ,aybe different forms in the physicalseveral bodies, m
even know about it. We are totally locked out of we doing with that one? We don’t 

our own self.  

age in physical time of several million years, an What about the mind? The mind has 
 ,nything else. Weborn and dies, like a it dies. It’sand then  ,three or four million years

e are the immortal W .will never die ,have never been born ,threethese  ingoccupy
consciousness that last forever! 

which never is born, never dies.  is somewhere m where we came,Our true home, fro
consciousness. Where is consciousness? Inside us. nd where can we find it? Inside A

 , inside the mind. It’snside the astral bodywhat? Inside the physical body, i Inside
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Therefore, the  operate. wouldn’tinside, these outer covers weren’t right inside. If it 
inside. Not it’s lying  ,n every coverI .ying insideor is lg flookin ’reentire truth that we

have to go find outside.  ’llsome point we atthat  

if you want to find immortality and your —tual journeyerefore, the spiriSo th
can perform. How the spiritual journey is the shortest journey you —immortal home

the thing, hat’s t ,ere you think you are nowfar do you have to go? You start from wh
ot your n—lieve your consciousness is nowYou start where you be the starting point.

here your consciousness is right now. w—not your mind, not your sensesbody, 
When you close  ?from, where are you speaking from meWhere are you listening to 

take very long to find out you are do you think you are? It doesn’t  your eyes where
from operating  You’re rso.toor your  from your hands or your limbsnot operating 

 your head. Where exactly in your head?   

m there, what ss and you are spreading out froIf you are a single point of consciousne
and own  introspection of one's own mindvery simple on a point would that be? Only 

s somewhere in the center somewhere behind the eyes. It’ sit’ find outan one c ,head
f the fingers if these tips o—thumbto put my two fingers with  wereof the head. If I 

approximately be would hat t—these two fingers meet where, eyeballswere my 
a single point from behind the eyes, inside the head, almost between the ears, 

If we have to find  .operating in a wakeful condition right now ’rewhere you
s the starting point. I said in the very beginning, good , that’consciousness ourselves

from there.  station starteffective medi 

and we go into the various energy  the rest of the body ginIf we go around search
 theto the heart chakra, and we go to  gowe  and we say, below it liecenters that 

, the throat chakra, we go to the other chakras, right to the bottom, to chakrakhant 
e ality. Wnot starting a journey on spiritue are . Waroundfloat all the six chakras and 

 s all.That’ journey on energy experiences.are starting a  

lot of  ut they gotof these centers, bNobody has ever got spirituality by going to any 
 ,ctfa over. In exist all f course, fantastic energies. Oenergiesexperiences of fantastic 

that the fact that we are held together as a physical body and are working so well, 
g it? These six what is holdinAnd  s a fantastic miracle.t’energy, i itself is a fantastic

hey operate to hold the system together. There are similar six . Tenergy centers
ut they are not the same ding the astral body together, bwhich are hol centers

nternal centers holding the mind and our iare similar six  ercenters. The
them. Even  de have never exploreW centers. eighteen . Theconsciousness together

they think the six are good enough.  want to meditate on the centers,people who  

is made he H ...because Great Master s a little interestinglittle story. It’I’ll share a 
mpanied I acco .42-1941 n the forties,inow in Pakistan, which is , first trip to Karachi

y uncle very interesting thing. Ma d it was ntrip and so did some others, aim on that h
n meteorologist in Karachi. He had a very nice house oce, was in the weather servi
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 ,and there he invited the Great Master to come and spend a few days Clifton Beach
  which he did. We all went there. 

wami S, i thereJwami Sa to to go  dthey use y, my aunt,Now, my uncle and my aunt
oga and aj Ys of yoga, Rvarious kindthe to practice  di, who useJ manandhBra

medicines.  Ayurvedicto give  dbut he also useoga, and so on, Reversal Y ,undaliniK
 the Great Master andhey were, of course, initiated by T… So, my uncle and aunt

ut they would B .ing behind the eyes and abovego offollowing the spiritual path were 
yurvedic medicines. i to get Aj wamisthe go to  

ster ur Ma“O :iSwami Jhey told T decided to come there.Master he Great tnd once, A
ould like you to come and we w ,e will be staying with usPunjab and his coming from 

im ve him to me and I will gis, bring he“Y :said Swami JiAnd  ”arshan.and have his d
ut they decided how to cope of an odd reaction, b This was a little bit ”my blessings.

Great Master's blessings on the the that we wanted to get …situationup with the 
to have a lunch and  they arranged ,to give his blessings. Sowants  swamihe T .swami

 wamiSll make the e’“W :and they said, two people can sit on it, seat put a love sofa
 ”and let us see how they interact with each other. ,and Great Master sit on that 

on that  was seatedcame and he  Brahmanand Ji Swamion the appointed day,  ,So
, Ji has come Swamiim that h edcall We .. Great Master was in the bedroomseatlove 

lease, sit down, this is our “P :said weat Master came, and nd Grelunch. Abefore 
ed his hand and t down and foldSo Great Master sa ”Ji. manandhBraSwami Ji,  Swami

the head of Great  on like this sJi raised his hand Swamii. j wamisto the  pranam said
 ”.you my blessings veI gi“ :Master 

is some reversal going  thishat t, me kind of amazementin sothe scene  edWe watch
that all the  , isn't it a pitySwami Ji“ :saysGreat Master  ,little whilea on here. After 

six centers that control our  thesein  up caughtand yogis are so much  swamis
 ”see the eighteen centers? andhat nobody wants to go t physical and astral systems

heard of these Master, I have never “ :says . HeGreat Master Ji looked at SwamiAnd 
out these eighteen Can you explain to me a little bit more ab eighteen centers.

 ”centers? 

he astral system and t called the Pinda,is n't you heard that this body ave“H :He said
its higher regions are called the mind and  ,and behind that is called the Anda,

he total six centers, thave manda each hand Bra, Anda, Pinda thisnd A ?mandahBra
have never heard of it at  Master, I“: He said ”you heard of it?n't of eighteen. Have

higher like you to explain a little more about these  ’dThis is something new. I all.
 s very longit’ ,ou know“Y: aidHe s ”twelve centers. I only know about the six centers.

be very era in Punjab sometimes, I’d Dnd if you come to the Ji. A Swami, subject
 ”happy to explain it to you. 
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never heard of  hadJi was very intrigued by this. He felt so intrigued that he  Swami
t back, he told when he wen ,oof eighteen centers. Se was talking that h something

his ashram. I am going to Beas to study those tup  windI am going to “ :his followers
eighteen centers. If I succeed, I will come and tell you. If you want to come along 

was  man white bearded thatout what  . But I want to findwith me, you can come
that ashram and came to the he wound up  ,So ”e eighteen centers.talking about thos

I was trying to practice Homeopathic medicine in  .and I was there ,era in BeasD
those days and had a little clinic there. And Great Master set up a little Ayurvedic 

Ji, so he could also do his practice there, and we would share  Swamiclinic for 
  information. 

 ”,on the dais must sit next to meSwami Ji “ :Master saidcame, Great Ji  SwamiWhen 
to wear saffron colored robes and he  dJi use Swamihe had discourses. where  from

to wear a turban, saffron turban, and a little scarf, saffron colored, which he  duse
and show with that. In fact, I  pompk with great to hold in his hands and wal duse

 so good. white scarf. It looked copied him once with my 

e put up in the best guesthouse with VIP treatment. Hhe was given  ,When he came
gave a discourse. So e when h asked to sit next to the Masterand he was  ,eraDin the 

xt to the Master. Master nehe was sitting  ,going on waswhen discourse  ,next day
 he yogis are trapped in these six centers. They are so trappedhat a pity. T“W :said

the f othey don't know that there is anything beyond that. Nobody has heard 
e is and wondering what him at h like thisnd Swami was looking A ”ghteen centers.ei

going to say next.  

 :saysand then he complained to Great Master. He  ,He heard one or two discourses
When I “ ”?Swami Ji, what is your problem ,Yes“ :saysHe  ”, I have a problem.Master“

pain  a nd my head to see you and I am gettingt to you I have constantly to besit nex
 ”you should sit in front. I thinkalso noticed that.  “I :ster saidGreat Ma  ”in my neck.

n a special chair, low chair. Then sits in front oi now from the pedestal, Swami J ,So
I have a complaint that I, when I sit  ,Master“ :ays, he complains, safter two days

and I have got a pain in up. I have to look up like this too high  tingsit ’redown, you
o notice you have a pain in the neck, so you should sit I als“ :Master said  ”my neck.

 :Then he says moved twenty feet away. isThen he  ”twenty feet away. ,rtheruf
Swami  ,What is your complaint now“. fter two daysa ”ter I have a complaintMas“

see  can’tpeople behind me , given me chair to sit on ’veMy complaint is you“ ”i?J
 Ji Swami ,After one week ”emove the chair.I also noticed that. R“He said:  ”you.

[laughter]the back.  atlike anybody else, right  tingsit 

wanted he could come and e ny time hA .He was asked to see the Great Master 24/7
. One day by going at midnight VVIP guest. He tested it outs a special im asee h

, we have Ji yes, Swami Oh“ ”Master.the I want to see “ :knocked the door
e Swami elcomW“ .woke upHe  ”im up.instructions you can see him any time. Wake h
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After a ” I came to test if I can see you anytime, 24/7.“ ”hat can I do for you?W Ji.
.one week . Inest of us to get an interviewweek, he was standing in line with the r 

and  ,Homeopathyotes on Ayurveda and one day, comparing n I was sitting with him
be making  he’lle had told me that If h big diplomat. Your Master is a very: “saidhe 

and stand in line to have  is discoursesattend hto go and  commonerme like a 
y gone away. He did a verhave I would come here.  havewould never interviews, I 

now I VIP treatments and then, Ve boosted my ego by putting me on clever trick. H
where. His love has captured go any can’tI  .is lovewith h as trapped mehe realize, h

e hThere is no question that what  im.from h his love flows automaticallyecause b me
e H from any hearsay. kt speaspeak from any book. He doesn’ tdoesn’e hspeaks 

not telling  ’swhat makes it so authentic. He ’sand thatspeaks from direct experience, 
 dan ,experiencedhas e other places. He tells us what h fromstories like we hear 

e t hand I am going to follow exactly whagreat sense to me, it makes  ,therefore
stayed and passed He great progress after that.  wami madeBy the way, the s ”says.

. and I still remember era itself. Great guyaway in the D 

hat we are sometimes trapped even in our spiritual thy I brought the story in is W
These are just we can find everything in the physical body. that endeavors. We think 

from  sffective meditation starteTherefore, our . selves to find our havee W bodies.
We are not there all  where we are at all times in the wakeful state. ,the eyes behind

When we are  . Now we are there.ethe time. We are there only in the wakeful stat
where  from The focal point e are not here.w ,not awake, when we are sleeping

to look out of …is only operating from behind the eyes ,eratingconsciousness is op
into eep, it descends down When we go to sl .ethe eyes at the world in wakeful stat

me thing The sa s in the throat center.When we have a dream, it’ akras.the same ch
from the third  sshift ,behind the eyes, our own notional position that it is right now

eye center to the throat center.  

know, I always believe in proof, and the You  ”Is there any proof of that?“ :People say
very big a I am  believe anybody else's proof.best proof is, do it yourself. I don’t 

t you can experience yourself, tha ink spirituality should be suchskeptic that way. I th
ieve the have to disbelYou don’t  and you should believe only what you experience.

it  ,etherefor ;I haven’t seen it“ :You can't say rest because you haven’t seen it.
t seen it.You haven’ ”doesn’t exist! 

nd when you goes, a beliefyour  up to whichis the point  But whatever you have seen
distinguish between  I why ’sup. That goesincreases, your faith belief your  ,more see

ou believe something Y .ind faith is a onetime faithaith and blind faith. Blliving f
grows every time with your experience. It  grows ...smebody has said. Living faith iso

e, nd thereformetabolic evolution of its own. A . It has alike any other growing thing
ternally and ex , bothon addence that you by every little experi the faith that grows

 what one should have. internally, that’s good living faith. That’s 
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re half a sleep, tonight...when you’out ? Try it swhen we go to sleep, what happen ,So
your eyes closed, you can  eyes. Now, even withabout to sleep, try to touch your 

have to see  tdon’touch your eyes any time you like. You  andbring your hands up 
can touch but you —and nobody can ever see one's eyes anyway—where they are

l ry to touch your eyes, you wilnd when you are half a sleep, tthem with your hand. A
when  Now .You can try it outyour eyes.  ingtouchre touch your nose and think you’

do it.  n’tyou go to sleep in a dream you forget about the body all together, so you ca
 edWhen they can do it, and their consciousness is retain. Some yogis can do it

 ,at that time eand they can go down into the dream stat epartially in the body stat
touching  ’rethey touch their throat and think they to touch their eyes retheand 

these physical eyes.  

f you are in . Irise drop and there is a notional a notionalis That means there 
otional de, the nmeditation and you are withdrawing to different experiences insi
part from a this body is very remarkable ,So. and upalso shifts behind  point of yours

ody, which emarkable anatomy of this br, arkable physiology of this bodythe rem
the astral body, housing  it is housing within it cle ishe bigger miraitself is a miracle. T

that can house all these things and have ind, housing within it the soul within it the m
taking  ’sthink of a bigger miracle that can’tI  re in the body.them accessible while we’

an body.place right now to have a hum 

over all other forms of life. In our  superiorityhas one great The human body also 
, species of life there are 8.4 million entionedthey have m ,literatureIndian spiritual 

can have trillions and trillions of  speciesspecies. Each  8.4 millionin  shat life existt
some observe, that we have been able to  ut of living thingsO !life. So the life is huge

in the dark  sof all life that we know exist percent of you may not know, about 80
 and they haven’t ,nthe bottom, which we have never see atof the sea, right  swater

us. n see 

no access. ing somewhere we have tare sitof the majority of life, living things, Bulk 
is unable to go  ,ur bodies, even with the best of equipmentIt's completely dark. O

 and cameras have gone—gonebeen  nd whatever hasthe sea. Alow in  that down
f bulk of life is marine life. O a they have shown that—and taken pictures there

of the life is sitting fourth of the planet is covered by ocean and bulk -three ,course
tiny  ,ut of them are very, very smallo—sitting outside actionvery small fr . Ainside

and et, nd we think we are the really owners of this plana—beinghuman a is  fraction
.here a very minor, minor occupant of this planet 

 built that all other forms of life are acting on instinct, on But what is so unique is
form functions as they react according to remolecule. They pDNA  irreactions on the

 omo, Hthe programing already done in them. The only species, the human species
who  ”?r not do ithould I do it, oS“: that thinks and sayse only one is th ,apiensS

has the experience of free will. No  e, and thereforchoices sand make sdeliberate
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experience of free will. They all act according to  the other species has
. program preprogrammed 

think so. Why? Because we ng to preprogram, but we don’t ordiwork acce also W
have choices, we have options and we make choices, so we use free will. When we 

we find that the way we have to make choices, the way we have to think  inside,go 
hile we W. ut that we only find out insideb, predeterminedwas  choosehow to  about

 ?we have freedom of choice. What is the advantage of this experience ,are here
ence of free will looks xperiThe eit looks very real. be,  real or unreal it may oweverH

 so real. 

the advantage of having an experience like this if later on we can find out  ’swhat ndA
, higher innerand designed by our own  predeterminedthat the whole thing has been 

nd all the spiritual awe can seek,  ,having the choicethat by  The advantage is elf?s
 will not , youseekdon’t  youf . Iou seek, you will findIf y“ :sn the world sayi literature

 ,efornd thereA .beingsis unique to human  The ability to seek in a human being ”.find
where we are trapped and think we  of the creation the ability to get out of this mess

a It is us, in the human being.  through seeking inside lieshe way out . Tget out cannot
.form then very unique 

 ’s calledcreated at the highest level of creation. Itis is the one that The human being 
an is made in the image of the M“ :says God, the Creator. It’s next to one that

In reator. made in the image of the C areYou might have heard that we  ”reator.C
reator? Does re we made on the image of the Cn what way do you think a… Owhat

Creator is formless. us? Of course not.  the creator have any eyes and nose like
that we should say that what is similar  Thena creative power.  ’stI .powera  reator isC

 Creator has real will. he Creator? This is the pointman is made in the image of t
 willand we have the freedom which looks like real  ,which created the whole show

’re made in the image s why weThat’ hat’s the common thing.. Tand we have free will
reator as human one that makes us next to the C reator. The free will is theof the C

. sbeing 

s the best thing that could It’ precious. It’s very wonderful. , veryHuman life is very
you e is the miracl ,ellW .”I want to see a miracle“ :have happened. If somebody say

. As a human being, iggest miracle that can happenthe b That’sare a human being. 
ose to come on a ou cho, you choose to go withinY you have the freedom to choose.

all the problems  fromand the way out  choice twisesthe made  ’veouy—spiritual path
world. in the  

nse roblems are of the se. Pbody are not yours! Problems are of the sProblem
 ’sroblems are of the mind. Tell me any problem beyond these! ThereP .perceptions

fying identiby  or ourselves taken up that we havewe have except those  no problem
  ing while living.nd these covers we can leave by dyA .these covers upon uswith  
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we can practice it little so that  what dying while living is briefly et me tell youAnd l
’re your attention to the point where you withdrawing meansying while living later. D

ttention is going the attention out from. Aspreading ting it from, where you’re opera
re hat's why we aT behind the eyes. third eye centerm the fro ,rom our bodiesout f

putting  ,putting our attention through ears ,putting our attention through the eyes
s, and we memorieputting our attention through  ,our attention through thoughts

of bringing all  sistsThe art of meditation con from that point. are scattered all over
the point behind the eyes.  n tothis attention back, withdrawing the attentio 

practice across who  comethis. Very few people I’ve  dnot practice havepeople Now, 
withdrawal of attention. I have met thousands of people, including spiritual 

We have been focusing practitioners, trying to learn how to focus attention. 
ention on one or the great deal to focus att . What theattention all our life anyway

re still going out from where we are. Even if you make an image of ’other? We
 ot moving towards yourre nself on it, you a y to focus youryourself in the head and tr

elf. Withdrawal of attention is the opposite of smoving away from yourou’re Y .elfs
lling the attention back to up . Withdrawal of attention meansattentionfocusing of 

. never practice that Wewhere you are.  

 elf.sthe art of good meditation is to practice withdrawal of attention to your ,So
experience you would have in , you have the same hen attention is withdrawnW

t think ath. The attention is withdrawn from the world gradually. You don’physical de
from this body in stages. If  mething inside. It is withdrawnyou think of so ,of them
at the feet and the hands die ll see thing person in a hospital, you’you have seen a dy

to his feet and hands, doesn’t  happening ’sknow what doesn’tfirst. The patient 
has gone.  torsot know where the doesn’ . Heow where the legs have gonekn

ck to the speaking to us. The withdrawal is from the extremities ba ’s stillatientP
It’s the same re gone. brain dead, you’ er’you ,head, and when it comes to head

. your attention in meditation, but everything is intact process when you withdraw
while s of dying i the experience ,o. Sthisour only awareness is going away from Y

there is another  ention completely, you will seeyour att living. If you can withdraw
e more alive where you ar, here fromvery different  worlda —inside existingworld 

more free than you are here.  are ou. Ythan you are here 

do  e can'tW .can’t flye place. Wvery constricted like a s . It’This body traps us
Our inner our own?  onfly  can’t wehy to fly. W stake airplane anything. We have to

the other  and ,ur astral body can fly wherever it likes, and it can thinkO body can!
oughts are because th t need a language translatorIt doesn’can understand. person 

and it’s our world. l, at alhere is no gravity there T he whole…transmitted directly. T
by one process  physical world, thiswhich we can experience as much as  s a worldIt’

drawal of attention to where you belong, from where the attention is only, with
t you ll try a little experiment later on, so thaWe’being scattered, behind the eyes. 

s. mean will know exactly what it 
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. key question a verynd that’s . Aattentionof focusing  fromithdrawal is different W
 the same attention withdrawattention here, you can  hen you withdrawW

 thattil you discover who you are. When you discover  repeatedly in the inner bodies
from the  partou find many wonderful things ayourself, ythe mind is a cover upon 

we have to touch  because we think ,hemt ou can leaves. Ysensory perception
hey are all just one sense. There is a . Tseparatelyste ta ,see separately ,separately

sense perceptions.  thewhere directly you get all  eplan mental sense in the causal
, and you can have that at the create a variety of experiencespread out to  y areThe

ehind . Bexperience thatto create  re usingit’s just a mind we a . And yetecausal plan
ou just creating these . Ybelongthat you don’t , immortalityence of that, is experi

elf. self. You discover yoursvers upon yours through these coexperience 

ecause you find , bfrom God realization enstep away th-realization is just one-Self
which is the  ,of consciousness otalitytof  a unit elf, the soul, is merelysthat the 

rt of it. All still paare m it, that you separated frobeen hat you have never , treatorC
you know who the  . Thenotalitytexpand your awareness to to  you have to do is

reator is. C 

ator. Why? Because you are the Creator in reCNobody has ever seen the God or seen 
created the whole  thatotality. When you become total, you are the one tyour own 

you yourself are you are trying to worship something that  ,in separation ,thing. Now
. You’re worshippingreality of that, and then you’re  ou are thethe reality of. Y

different stages.  atof it  slittle, little form worshipping 

 ,overy of your soulthat's disc nd. Aelf is the biggest thingsf the So, the discovery o
this creation of the beyond the mind. It is beyond  means . ThathmBraPar  in which is

ll explain hile you’re still in this body. And I’and it can all be achieved wthree worlds, 
work later in the afternoon.  alexperimentwhen we do little a little more  

mechanics that I am talking of,  thisBut the point is, for effective meditation, all 
de, mechanics is mind ma thisecause all doesn’t work bof going in, mechanics 

to our self. It’s not by our essories s created by one of the acccreated by the mind. It’
elf, ssomething that belongs to the  . Then what can pull us to ourselves? Is thereelfs

to the soul and does not belong to the mind, does not belong to the senses, does not 
cannot be created  oveL love… :nethings. OYes, there are three  body? isbelong to th

ntuitive , iintuition :from our consciousness. Two directlyove comes . Lby thinking
come doesn’t t I .hinking can destroy it. Tgcome by thinkindoesn’t  hat. Tknowledge

n . Ithese fromcome hat's doesn’t T .beautysense of joy and the  :hreeby thinking. T
 analyzingif I showed you a lovely painting and you enjoyed it and then I start  ,fact

 and beauty ,intuition ,love ,, the beauty is lost. Sothe mind every bit of itthrough 
elf, spulled to the real place to discover yournd to get A .come from the soul

s a Without love and devotion, it’ meditation must be done with love and devotion.
.very hollow thing 
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t's called a I .imadhanre butter by churning a prepa seIn India, the housewiv 
nd then by churning . Ayogurtbutter milk or inside curd,  insidechurned t’s . Ianihadm

to say that if you do meditation  dthe Great Master use ,the butter comes up. So ,it
o butter will . Ni in waterhanaddevotion, you are churning the mwithout love and 

. If you want to get the butter out of the churning, it must be done outever come 
with love and devotion.  

meditating  because people have been ,of thisemphasize the importance  cannotI  ,So
hen I compared notes with for years and years and said we saw no result. And w

a mechanical  it’shey thought . This element was missing? Tssinghem, what was mit
posture. certain just to sit the body in at’s I .thing 

. Those are postures for meditation good 84 I’ve got a book which says You can…
different positions of the body were created? Have you yoga postures. Why those 

any idea why they were created? They were created so that you could exercise 
hat you could move your body in t—without having to do jogging—ting in a cavesit

to keep the  all the exercise you want in a small place and getdifferent positions 
calling those  aretoday we the whole purpose and  ’sThat body in good shape!

spiritual in physical s nothing are spiritual exercises. There’exercises as if they 
I am not in good shape. And that's why  body agood to keep  ’stut ib exercises,

so al canThey  ”re very good.“Do yoga practices. They’ :yoga practices. I said against
in the  alking at nightcan also calm the spirit. W calm the spirit in the body. Jogging

ut of calming the spirit, bre so many ways light can also calm the spirit. There amoon
a  ass not the same thing realization. It’-elfsas  thing calming the spirit is not the same

who you are. out to finding  the spirit into spiritual journey 

only secret for a good posture for  heake any posture. Tyou can t e,Therefor
 .s you to sleepputit so easy and so comfortable that be should not  it meditation is

I want to confess that in inducer of sleep.  meditation is a great ecause I can tell youB
I must have —one day doing in Wisconsinwas I  one of the meditation workshops

heard myself I  ,fter timeclose your eyes. AI was telling people —been tired also
I am “ :I said [laughter] .staringverybody was E .my eyes edopenI  [laughter] snoring.

, suffering from insomnia ’sebodyIf som ”giving you a proof what meditation can do.
 . [laughter]try meditation, cannot sleep properly 

ion does not a very comfortable position, that meditat of, if you are etherefor So
le situation, then also it doesn’t f you are in a very uncomfortabsucceed there. I then

which you have never  ,putting your legs acrosshaving… succeed. Because if you are
 ”,meditatein order to  lotus positionI want to put in the “ ,nd sayingdone before, a
e, and you say you will meditat ,ankles are hurting the and the knees are hurting and

 edThat means it's calland the ankles.  where will your attention go? To the knees
   [laughter] .meditation of the knees and the ankles 
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The other, other important thing is that if you meditate and have a special place set 
up for meditation… People take me to their homes and say: “This is my meditation 
chair, very special.” So, I also sit on the chair, see if I can see God from there. 
[laughter] If chairs could bring about God it would be a very easy game. But if you 
emphasize so much on the chair, don’t forget, when you meditate your attention is 
on the chair. You’re not meditating behind the eyes. You’re meditating on the chair. 
If you set apart, set apart a special room for meditation, your attention is on that 
room. Therefore, no special things are needed. 

In fact, the meditation, to be effective, should be done in the room that lies on the 
sixth floor of this body, behind the eyes. If you close your eyes, you will find this 
body shaped, because of the energy centers, as if it is a body, it’s a building with six 
floors—specifically each creating a separate energy experience—and you are 
automatically in the wakeful state sitting on the sixth floor. It’s not necessary to go 
down. There are steps that lead to the various centers in the front. There’s an 
elevator going behind in the spine. It’s a very well-structured body. You are sitting on 
the sixth floor. Have a nice floor, have a nice carpet, put a nice chair there. If you put 
a nice chair behind the eyes with your imagination, and if you are able to sit on that 
chair, it’s far better than anything you can improvise outside. 

Therefore, the meditation…the starting point should be that you go to the 
meditation chamber. Your meditation chamber is sitting on top of your body in your 
head. And when you sit in the head, behind the eyes, that’s the starting point, and all 
good things happen there. I’ll demonstrate a little bit to you later this afternoon. 
We’ll have a short break now.

Thank you very much for coming and indeed it’s a great joy to meet all of you, so 
many old friends, so many new friends, all good friends.

Thank you.
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